WHY DO YOU THINK, YOU HAVE TO KILL, FRIEND
( a minor )
Preload:

a-d–F–G–D
a

d

1. Why do you think, you have to kill, friend,
F

C

Why do you form men against their will and
a

C

Why do you think, you are a leader,
d
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How do you justify cruel deeds, where-

a

to build up the borders you proclaim?
d

E

try to misuse them for your aim?
d

a

who determines, who`s to live or die?
G

D

and whenever you try to convince with lies.

2. From where do you take the right to decide,
On which high steed are do you ride
Who sends you to rise your weapon,
ignoring all the cruelties, which happen,

what is right and what is wrong?
to declare, what`s weak, what is strong?
to set the rules for your own truth
acting worse than a tearing brute.

3. You think, you have found the right way
And you think, you`re on his highway
But did you ever ask your Creator,
You will see it soon or later,

by cleaning the mankind according to GOD`s will.
to his paradise, if you damn people and kill.
did you ever show scruple or doubt?
the results and what comes out.

Interpart:

a - d - a - F - C - F - E4 E
a - C -d - a - d - a - G - D

4. What on earth must still happen,
each aggression and each weapon
and to disdain, to destroy, to select
For we all are connected
Afterload:

a - D - a - D - a - D .......( fading )
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till the mankind get`s the insight:
will turn back one day. To fight
violence never will satisfy.
by the creation. We can`t deny.

